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Student Feedback Survey Summary Report, Academic Term 2138 (FA 13)

Instructor: Morris, Timothy
Course: ENGL-2384-003-STRUCTURE MODERN ENGLISH
Course ID: 2138-88350

Number of students enrolled: 20
Number of surveys submitted: 7
Response rate: 35%           (cf. university-wide mean response rate for fall 2013 = ~40%)

=======================================================================================

REPORT LAYOUT AND CONTENTREPORT LAYOUT AND CONTENTREPORT LAYOUT AND CONTENTREPORT LAYOUT AND CONTENT

This report contains four sections:

Overall Indicators:Overall Indicators:Overall Indicators:Overall Indicators: An instructor index (a weighted average of the survey's five key items about the instructor) plus
indices relevant to special courses (e.g., laboratory facilities), if applicable.

Survey Results:Survey Results:Survey Results:Survey Results: Summary data for each of the survey's multiple choice items.
To interpret the figures, refer to the legend near the top of the next page. Note that the items on this fall's summary
are different from those used in the past; the new items are those mandated for use by UT System.

Profile:Profile:Profile:Profile: The average rating for each scaled item presented in an alternative format.
 
Comments Report:Comments Report:Comments Report:Comments Report: Responses to each open-ended item, unedited.

REPORT ARCHIVINGREPORT ARCHIVINGREPORT ARCHIVINGREPORT ARCHIVING

Faculty members must download their SFS summary reports a secure location so that they are readily accessible
for future use, e.g., as part of one's annual review.

Within the next several weeks, each chair/dean will receive a departmental/school compilation for review and filing
within the unit.

Questions about this Student Feedback Survey summary report may be addressed to
David J. Silva, Vice Provost for Faculty Affairs (djsilva@uta.edu).
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Timothy Morris
 

ENGL-2384-003-STRUCTURE MODERN ENGLISH (2138-88350) -- Semester: 2138 (FA 13)
No. of responses = 7

Overall indicatorsOverall indicators

Instructor Index: Items 1.1 through 1.5 -+ av.=4.2
dev.=0.7

1 2 3 4 5

Survey ResultsSurvey Results

Legend
Question text Right poleLeft pole

n=No. of responses
av.=Mean
md=Median
dev.=Std. Dev.
ab.=Abstention
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Absolute Frequencies of answers Std. Dev. Mean Median

Scale Histogram

1. Core Survey Items.Core Survey Items.Core Survey Items.Core Survey Items. For each of the following five items, mandated  by The University of Texas System, indicate your
level of agreement. (Please note the relative placement of the options on the response scale.)
1. Core Survey Items.Core Survey Items.Core Survey Items.Core Survey Items. For each of the following five items, mandated  by The University of Texas System, indicate your
level of agreement. (Please note the relative placement of the options on the response scale.)

The instructor clearly defined and explained the
course objectives and expectations.

1.1)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree n=7

av.=4.4
md=4
dev.=0.5
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The instructor was prepared for each instructional
activity.

1.2)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree n=7
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dev.=0.5
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The instructor communicated information effectively.1.3)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree n=7

av.=4.3
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dev.=0.5
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The instructor encouraged me to take an active role
in my own learning.

1.4)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree n=7
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dev.=1
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The instructor was available to students either
electronically or in person.

1.5)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree n=7
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dev.=0.8
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Additional Feedback.Additional Feedback.Additional Feedback.Additional Feedback. In the sections that follow, please provide UT Arlington with more detailed input about your learning experience in
this course. (All feedback, including comments, will not be delivered to the professor until after final grades for the term have been posted.)

3. Pace and workload.Pace and workload.Pace and workload.Pace and workload.3. Pace and workload.Pace and workload.Pace and workload.Pace and workload.
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Rate the pace of the course.3.1)

n=7Too slow 1

Slow 0

Just right 5

Fast 1

Too fast 0

Rate the workload required for the course.3.2)

n=7Too light 0

Light 1

Just right 5

Heavy 0

Too heavy 1

4. Reflecting on what you learned in this course. Reflecting on what you learned in this course. Reflecting on what you learned in this course. Reflecting on what you learned in this course. Indicate your level of agreement with the following statements. Again,
note the relative position of each option on the response scale.
4. Reflecting on what you learned in this course. Reflecting on what you learned in this course. Reflecting on what you learned in this course. Reflecting on what you learned in this course. Indicate your level of agreement with the following statements. Again,
note the relative position of each option on the response scale.

I acquired knowledge knowledge knowledge knowledge that will be useful in my future.4.1)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree n=7

av.=4.6
md=5
dev.=0.5
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I acquired skills skills skills skills that will be useful in my future.4.2)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree n=7

av.=4.6
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dev.=0.5
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I can apply course concepts in new contexts.4.3)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree n=7

av.=4.1
md=4
dev.=0.7
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I have become a better thinker / problem solver.4.4)
Strongly AgreeStrongly Disagree n=7

av.=3.9
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dev.=0.7
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So that your input is recorded, be sure to click on the "submit" button below.So that your input is recorded, be sure to click on the "submit" button below.So that your input is recorded, be sure to click on the "submit" button below.So that your input is recorded, be sure to click on the "submit" button below.

Once you have submitted your survey, your responses will be anonymously added to the feedback database. The professor will receive a
summary report of aggregated response data only after after after after final grades have been officially certified & posted by the Office of Records.

 Thank you for providing your feedback. Student input matters!Thank you for providing your feedback. Student input matters!Thank you for providing your feedback. Student input matters!Thank you for providing your feedback. Student input matters!
 The UT Arlington Student Feedback Survey Team.
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Profile
Subunit: ENGL
Name of the instructor: Professor Timothy Morris
Name of the course:
(Name of the survey)

ENGL-2384-003-STRUCTURE MODERN ENGLISH

Values used in the profile line: Mean

1. Core Survey Items.Core Survey Items.Core Survey Items.Core Survey Items. For each of the following five items, mandated  by The University of Texas System, indicate your
level of agreement. (Please note the relative placement of the options on the response scale.)
1. Core Survey Items.Core Survey Items.Core Survey Items.Core Survey Items. For each of the following five items, mandated  by The University of Texas System, indicate your
level of agreement. (Please note the relative placement of the options on the response scale.)

1.1) The instructor clearly defined and explained
the course objectives and expectations.

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=7 av.=4.4 md=4.0 dev.=0.5

1.2) The instructor was prepared for each
instructional activity.

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=7 av.=4.6 md=5.0 dev.=0.5

1.3) The instructor communicated information
effectively.

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=7 av.=4.3 md=4.0 dev.=0.5

1.4) The instructor encouraged me to take an active
role in my own learning.

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=7 av.=3.4 md=3.0 dev.=1.0

1.5) The instructor was available to students either
electronically or in person.

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=7 av.=4.3 md=4.0 dev.=0.8

4. Reflecting on what you learned in this course. Reflecting on what you learned in this course. Reflecting on what you learned in this course. Reflecting on what you learned in this course. Indicate your level of agreement with the following statements. Again,
note the relative position of each option on the response scale.
4. Reflecting on what you learned in this course. Reflecting on what you learned in this course. Reflecting on what you learned in this course. Reflecting on what you learned in this course. Indicate your level of agreement with the following statements. Again,
note the relative position of each option on the response scale.

4.1) I acquired knowledge knowledge knowledge knowledge that will be useful in my
future.

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=7 av.=4.6 md=5.0 dev.=0.5

4.2) I acquired skills skills skills skills that will be useful in my future. Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=7 av.=4.6 md=5.0 dev.=0.5

4.3) I can apply course concepts in new contexts. Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=7 av.=4.1 md=4.0 dev.=0.7

4.4) I have become a better thinker / problem
solver.

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=7 av.=3.9 md=4.0 dev.=0.7
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Comments ReportComments Report

2. Narrative Feedback.Narrative Feedback.Narrative Feedback.Narrative Feedback.2. Narrative Feedback.Narrative Feedback.Narrative Feedback.Narrative Feedback.

Which attributes of the course and/or the professor helped helped helped helped you learn the material?
(When the course is next taught, what should be done in the same way?)

2.1)

Each assignment and how they were graded were extremely fair. At the beginning, my fellow classmates and I were worried about the "0
to 1 point" scale grade as it was "pass or fail." But after completing a few assignments, it was an extremely fair grading scheme and in my
eyes, motivated students to really put their all into the assignments.  The review for the final was THE BEST review I've ever received. It
went over explicitly what will be on the final (hopefully) which was a big concern for students who didn't quite follow along very well during
the semester.

Having assignments open to interpretation. I can't remember if you did this near the beginning but maybe if you stress that a lot more it'll
make things a bit easier instead of making students believe there is a definite correct answer.

His notes were very detailed. The manner in which he taught was at a pace that was easy to understand and take in.

I liked the structure of the class. On Tuesdays, we would go over material and then on Thursdays we would go over the assignment we
turned in.

Supplemental materials online were incredibly helpful towards the end the semester. Lecture covered all material, but extra materials
helped to clarify. 

The syllabus and the assignments were super clear. I really enjoyed taking this class and although Professor Morris introduced us to the
course by telling us it wouldn't greatly impact our futures, I now clearly understand the building blocks of language and this course
ironically helped pave the way for me to finally figure out Spanish (which greatly impacted my future).

weekly assignments

Which attributes of the course and/or the professor did not helpdid not helpdid not helpdid not help you learn the material?
(When the course is next taught, what might be revised?)

2.2)

He relied a lot of just his words. Visuals and outside sources would have helped.

I did not like that students didn't really participate.

I would change how the information was presented to us before each assignment. I feel instead of spending time going over the past
assignment but spending more time on the upcoming assignment instead would have been more beneficiary. 

Some of the meatier things like Morphology may need to be explained a bit more in depth, that's my only complaint, other than that I think
you were a great teacher, a friendly person, and I learned the material well.

This course is perfect just the way it is.


